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1. Purpose of the Report 
 
1.1 To present to Members the Minerals and Waste Joint Plan Publication Draft 

document. 
 
1.2 To seek Members’ comments on the Publication Draft document. 
 
1.3 To seek Members’ agreement to public consultation on the Publication Draft 

document. 
 
1.4  To inform Members of the arrangements for consultation. 
 
 
2. Introduction 
 
2.1 In December 2012 work began on the preparation of a Minerals and Waste Plan 

jointly with the City of York Council and North Yorkshire County Council. The Plan 
covers all of the County of North Yorkshire with the exception of the Yorkshire Dales 
National Park as that Authority has opted to include minerals and waste policies 
within its Park-wide Local Plan. The Minerals and Waste Joint Plan will contain both 
strategic and more detailed development management policies relating to minerals 
and waste developments and will replace Core Policies E and F of the Authority’s 
Core Strategy and Development Policies. All other policies in the Core Strategy will 
remain and may still be referred to in the consideration of minerals and waste 
proposals where relevant until replaced by a new Local Plan in due course. The 
purpose of this report is to inform Members of how the plan has developed to date 
and to seek approval for consultation to commence on the Publication Draft version of 
the document.  

 
3. Background – Preferred Options Consultation 
 
3.1  The first consultation on the Joint Plan was carried out in May/June 2013 in 

accordance with Regulation 189 of the Town and Country Planning (Local Planning) 
(England) Regulations 2012 where views were invited on what the Joint Plan should 
contain. Consultation on the Issues and Options document took place between 
February and April 2014 and most recently on the Preferred Options version of the 
Plan.  

 
3.2 The Preferred Options consultation ran for nine weeks from 16th November to 15th 

January 2016. As well as the email or letter notifications, a series of drop-in sessions 
were held in 16 locations across the Joint Plan area. The drop-in events were visited 
by approximately 186 individuals. A total of 2,934 substantive comments were 
received from 603 respondents and a summary of responses received during this 
consultation stage is shown in Appendix 1. A large number of responses were 
received on matters relating to oil and gas and these have been grouped into themes 
and presented in a supplementary table at the end of the document, together with a 
summary response based on the theme. 

  



3.3 As a result of the consultation, further sites and changing of boundaries were 
submitted for consideration within NYCC and CYC areas and further consultation has 
taken place by the relevant Council. Nothing has substantially changed with regards 
to site allocations within the North York Moors National Park but further details are 
provided in paragraph 5 below.  

 
3.4 Further work has also been undertaken on the Historic Environment Assessments to 

support site selection, updating of the Sustainability Appraisal and also updating of 
the waste data.  

 
3.5 The Joint Member Working Group which includes two elected representatives from 

each Authority met in September to discuss the comments raised from the Preferred 
Options consultation and to comment on the latest version of the Publication Draft 
Document.  

 
4. Publication Draft Plan 
 
4.1 The responses received to the Preferred Options Consultation have been considered 

in order to develop the Publication Draft version of the Plan. This version forms the 
final opportunity for the Joint Minerals Authorities to carry out consultation and 
amendments to the Plan before finalising the document for submission to the 
Secretary of State.  

 
4.2 At this stage of the process, comments are to be made on whether the Plan is 

"sound" and "legally compliant". Soundness means having regard to whether: it has 
been positively prepared, is justified, effective, and consistent with national policy. 
Legal compliance and the Duty to Cooperate will additionally be areas where 
comments should be focused. 

 
4.3 A full version of the Publication Draft Plan can be found in Appendix 2. 
  
4.4 The main areas of interest for the North York Moors National Park are the 

Hydrocarbon and Potash sections and also the Development Management Policy 
relating to National Parks and AONBs (Major Development), which are outlined 
below. For ease of reference a full version of these three Policies is shown in 
Appendix 3.  

 
 Hydrocarbons 
 
4.5 Not surprisingly a large proportion of the responses received to the Preferred Options 

consultation were in relation to hydrocarbon development, particularly ‘fracking’ and a 
number of consultation responses sought to ban fracking across the whole plan area. 
The Government has set out through secondary legislation to the Infrastructure Act 
measures which  prevent fracking from taking place at the surface of National Parks 
and AONBs (although lateral fracking is not subject to such a ban); however the 
development of the shale gas industry  generally continues to remain a priority for the 
Government. For this reason the proposed policy approach for hydrocarbon 
development sets out a generally supportive framework for how proposals will be 
considered outside of “protected areas”.  

 
4.6 In total there are three policies which relate to hydrocarbon development. The first is 

Policy M16 which sets out an overall spatial policy for hydrocarbon development and 
separates out the approach taken towards conventional and unconventional 
development: 

  
a) The principle of conventional hydrocarbon development in National Parks and 

AONBs would only be allowed in exceptional circumstances, through the 
application of the major development test.  



This is in line with existing local and national policy which treats all (with the 
exception of small scale local building stone quarries) minerals development within 
Protected Landscapes as “Major Development”.  
 

b) There is no support for unconventional hydrocarbon development i.e. fracking in 
protected areas which include the National Park, AONBs, Protected Groundwater 
Source Areas, the Fountains Abbey/Studley Royal World Heritage Site and 
accompanying buffer zone. This policy does however go further than the NPPF in 
identifying additional sites and includes Scheduled Monuments, Registered 
Historic Battlefields, Grade I and II* Registered Parks and Gardens, areas which 
protect the historic character and setting of York, Special Protection Areas, Special 
Areas of Conservation, Ramsar sites and Sites of Special Scientific Interest. No 
differentiation is made between different pressures or rates of hydraulic fracturing 
and the plan treats the “splitting of geology” by water/materials pressure as 
“fracking”. 

 
4.7 Although lateral fracking underneath designated areas would not be subject to the 

same approach, any proposals for lateral fracking would also need to meet the 
requirements for major development in designated areas (Policy D04). There would 
therefore in effect be a presumption of refusal as a starting point.  

 
4.8 With regards to lateral fracking and the potential visual impact of surface development 

located on the edge of a designated area, the Plan now identifies a 3.5km “buffer 
zone” within which development will require a detailed assessment of the potential 
impacts on the designate area(s). This assessment is to include views of and from the 
associated landscape, especially from significant viewpoints, and also the cumulative 
impact of development in the area. This distance is based on typical planning practice 
relating to the assessment of landscape and visual impact for EIA purposes, where it 
may be justified to ‘screen out’ consideration of a 35m tall and relatively linear 
structure beyond a distance of 3.5km from the receptor.  

 
4.9 Policy M17 outlines other spatial and locational criteria to enable the mineral planning 

authority to assess the impact of hydrocarbon development on: 
 

• Accessibility and transport, and access to classified A or B roads; 
• Cumulative impacts of hydrocarbon developments in an area; 
• Local economy impacts including potential impact on important visitor attractions; 
• Specific local amenity considerations and public health.  

 
4.10 Elsewhere in the Plan area, the Policy seeks to provide an adequate “separation 

distance” between hydrocarbons development and residential property and other 
sensitive receptors in line with the requirements of Policy D02. In addition to this, 
proposals for surface hydrocarbons development involving activity over 24 hour 
periods within 400m of residential and other regularly occupied buildings will not be 
permitted unless the specific locational circumstances or characteristics of the 
proposed development, including any proposed mitigation,  would enable the 
development to take place without giving rise to unacceptable impacts.  

 
4.11 Policy M18 relates to waste management and reinjection wells and decommissioning 

and restoration.  
 
 Potash, Polyhalite and Salt Supply 
 
4.12 The policy relating to potash, polyhalite and salt developments has not undergone 

much change following the Preferred Options consultation.  
 Policy M22 (formerly Policy M23) seeks to set out how future proposals to extend the 

area of permitted workings will be determined and also sets out criteria for the 
assessment of new surface infrastructure on the sites themselves.  



 
 The policy also specifies that any new proposals for the exploration and extraction of 

potash, including expired permissions, will need to be assessed in accordance with 
the national guidance for major development in National Parks – paragraph 116 of the 
NPPF and in more detail policy DO4 of the minerals and waste joint plan. 

  
 Development Management Policies 
 
4.13 The preferred options document includes a number of policies which may be relevant 

to consideration of all planning applications for minerals or waste development in the 
Joint Plan area. Policy D04 is a policy which sets out how proposals for major 
minerals or waste development will be assessed where they are located in the 
National Park or the AONBs. The policy is largely based on paragraph 116 of the 
NPPF which sets out a principle of refusing such development unless exceptional 
circumstances and public interest can be justified. However, it provides further 
clarification of the terms and criteria included in the national policy, for example by 
including the need for the mineral in an assessment of the need for the development 
(including at a national level). This reinstates wording that was removed when 
minerals planning policy statement 1 was superseded by the less detailed NPPF. The 
policy has been developed through discussions which took place during the York 
Potash planning application and seeks to provide a clear and transparent set of 
criteria against which proposals will be assessed for both decision makers and 
applicants.  

 
 Minerals and Waste Safeguarding 
 
4.14 The safeguarding of minerals resources and minerals and waste infrastructure is an 

important aspect of national planning policies and is necessary to ensure the long 
term sustainability of the area. The Draft Publication document sets out a number of 
policies which aim to safeguard mineral resources and infrastructure. The purpose of 
safeguarding is not to prevent other forms of development on or near to a resource or 
infrastructure but ensures that its presence is taken into account when other 
development proposals are under consideration. Safeguarding is a particularly 
important issue for the areas outside the National Park and City of York Council, 
which are ‘two-tier’ with the majority of development decisions taken by the District or 
Borough Councils rather than the minerals and waste planning authority.  

 
4.15 Meetings have taken place with staff from both Cleveland Potash and York Potash on 

the topic of safeguarding of deep minerals resources and there is general support for 
the proposed safeguarding areas and policy provision.  

  
5. Proposed Site Allocations 
 
5.1 Following approval of the detailed planning application by York Potash this allocation 

has been removed from the Minerals and Waste Joint Plan. As the permission has 
not yet been implemented, York Potash raised concern through the Preferred Options 
consultation with this approach and requested that the Dove’s Nest and Ladycross 
Plantation sites be allocated in order to afford policy recognition and support for the 
approved mine. Given the complexity and scale of this proposal and its location within 
the National Park, officers are of the opinion that any renewal application will need to 
be considered robustly against the criteria for major development in designated areas 
as set out in paragraph 116 of the NPPF. For this reason it is not considered that the 
proposal can be considered through a strategic level assessment and a full planning 
application is considered to be the most appropriate mechanism for resolving this 
issue. There are therefore no mineral allocations within the National Park.  

5.2 There is one allocated waste site within the National Park with a proposal to extend 
the existing Whitby Waste Treatment and Transfer Facility at Fairfield Road, Whitby. 
This site is currently used for the recycling and transfer of municipal and commercial 



waste. Although the site is in the National Park the proposed extension is located on an 
area of land allocated for employment use in the Whitby Business Park Area Action 
Plan and could contribute to the provision of infrastructure which could help move 
waste up the waste hierarchy and facilitate net self- sufficiency in the management of 
waste. The assessment of the proposed allocation of this site did not identify any 
overriding constraints and therefore it is being taken forward as a preferred site.  

 
6. Sustainability Appraisal and Habitats Regulations Assessment  
 
6.1 Sustainability Appraisal is a statutory requirement under the Planning and 

Compulsory Purchase Act 2004 and Strategic Environmental Assessment is required 
by European law. The two assessments are being undertaken simultaneously in 
relation to the Joint Plan under the term Sustainability Appraisal. The Sustainability 
Appraisal will assess the potential effects of the Plan at each stage in relation to 
sustainability objectives and inform further development of the Plan. A Sustainability 
Appraisal scoping report, which sets out the methodology for the Sustainability 
Appraisal, has been prepared and consulted upon and is available in the 
Sustainability webpage: www.northyorks.gov.uk/mwsustainability. 

 
6.2 Habitats Regulations Assessment, required by European law, is concerned with 

ensuring that the Plan will not cause harm to the integrity of Special Areas of 
Conservation, Special Protection Areas and Ramsar sites. An initial test of each draft 
policy in terms of its likely significant effects has been carried out and can also be 
viewed in the Habitats Regulations Assessment report on the sustainability webpage. 

 
7. Arrangements for Consultation 
 
7.1 The consultation period is likely to commence in early November for a period of 6 

weeks. At this stage of the Local Plan process comments are only being sought as to 
whether the Plan is "sound" and "legally compliant". 

 
8. Next Steps 
 
8.1 The Publication Draft document will also be presented to Members at City of York 

Council on 13th October and North Yorkshire County Council Members on 18th 
October. It is likely that there may be minor changes made to the Publication Draft 
document prior to the start of the consultation and therefore officers are seeking 
authorisation to undertake these as required and also to seek authorisation that any 
more significant changes be agreed by  the Chair of the Planning Committee.  

 
8.2 The responses received to the Publication Draft consultation will inform the 

preparation of the Final Publication version of the Minerals and Waste Joint Plan, 
which will be finalised early next year and presented to Members at the relevant 
committee in February/March 2017 to seek endorsement for submission to the 
Secretary of State. 

 
9. Financial and Staffing Implications 
 
9.1  The costs of the consultation are being met through the Policy budget for 2016/17 

and are likely to be a maximum of £500 (this covers the Authority’s share of the costs 
of printing, postage and pre-paid responses). The costs of consultation will be 
minimised through the focus on electronic forms of communication. However, 
Members need to be aware that policy staff input is needed to complete the Minerals 
and Waste Joint Local Plan and see it through to adoption is not inconsiderable.  

 
 The timing of this coincides with other very significant policy workloads, including the 

new Local Plan and a review of the Management Plan.  
 

http://www.northyorks.gov.uk/mwsustainability


9.2 Since Members were last updated on the Minerals and Waste Joint Plan, additional 
costs have been incurred in order to maintain the relevant evidence base to 
accompany the Plan and amendments made to key diagrams. These additional costs 
are:  

 
• The ‘peer review’ work highlighted several gaps in the waste evidence and as such 

additional work was commissioned at an additional cost to the Authority of £1,390.  
• Renewal of Minerals Resource data licences for a further 2 years to enable the 

policy maps to be finalised and to cover adoption of the Plan. £418.28.  
• £180 towards amendments to the key diagrams contained within the Plan.  

 
9.3 The Joint Authorities have also sought legal representation to carry out a legal review 

of the Plan prior to submission to the Secretary of State and also to represent all three 
authorities at the Examination. While the costs are to be shared across the three 
authorities (55:20:20, NYCC:CYC:NYMNPA) the costs could be substantial and 
therefore appropriate budget management will be required for the financial year 
2017/18.  

 
10. Contribution to the National Park Management Plan 
 
10.1  The Minerals and Waste Plan will contribute to the delivery of Policies E3, E7, E15, 

E19, E20, E23, E26, E28, E45, C1 and C11 by ensuring that there is a robust policy 
framework in place for minerals and waste developments which reflects the statutory 
purposes and special qualities of the National Park.  

 
11. Legal Implications 
 
11.1 The Minerals and Waste Joint Plan is being produced in line with the relevant 

statutory requirements. 
 
12. Recommendation 
 
12.1 That Members agree, subject to any comments they may have, to public consultation 

on the Draft Publication document. 
 
12.2 That Members note the proposed arrangements for consultation. 
 
12.3  That Members authorise officers to make any minor amendments to the Draft 

Publication document prior to consultation. 
 
12.4  That Members authorise the Chair of Planning Committee to agree to any more 
 significant changes arising from the Member approval process of the other two 
 authorities. 
 
 
Contact Officer: 
Chris France 
Director of Planning  
Tel No. 01439 772700 

  


